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Abstract
In this paper we investigate the computational power of population protocols under some unreliable or weaker interaction
models. More precisely, we focus on two features related to the power of interactions: omission failures and one-way
communications. An omission failure, a notion that this paper introduces for the first time in the context of population
protocols, is the loss by one or both parties of the information transmitted in an interaction. The failure may or may not
be detected by either party. In one-way models, on the other hand, communication happens only in one direction: only one
of the two agents can change its state depending on both agents’ states, and the other agent may or may not be aware of
the interaction. These notions can be combined, obtaining one-way protocols with (possibly detectable) omission failures.
We start our investigation by providing a complete classification of all the possible models arising from the aforementioned
weaknesses, and establishing the computational hierarchy of these models. We then address for each model the fundamental
question of what additional power is necessary and sufficient to completely overcome the model’s weakness and make it
able to simulate faultless two-way protocols; by “simulator” we mean a wrapper protocol that, implementing an atomic
communication of states between two agents, converts any standard two-way protocol into one that works in a weaker model.
We answer this question by presenting simulators that work under certain assumptions (e.g., additional memory, unique IDs,
etc.) and by proving that simulation is impossible without such assumptions.

1 Introduction

1.1 Framework

Population protocols [4] are a mathematical model that
describes systems of simple mobile computational enti-
ties, called agents. Two agents can interact (i.e., exchange
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In population protocols, when an interaction occurs, the
states of the two agents involved change according to a set of
deterministic rules, or “protocol”. Interactions are asymmet-
ric: one agent is the “starter”, and the other is the “reactor”.
The execution of the protocol, through the interactions orig-
inating from the movements of the entities, generates a
non-deterministic sequence of changes in the states of the
entities themselves, and thus in the global state of the sys-
tem. The requirements and goals of a protocol depend on
the particular application. In some applications, the goal of
the protocol might be to ensure that, in every execution, the
system converges to a predefined final global state; for exam-
ple, converging to an “epidemic-alert” state if the number
of sensors detecting avian influenza is above a threshold.
In other applications, the sequence of state changes of each
agent must obey precise constraints; for example, if entering
some state causes a bird to be inoculated, that state should
be entered at most once.

In an interaction, communication is generally assumed to
be bidirectional or two-way: each agent of a pair receives
the state of the other agent and applies the protocol’s
transition function to update its own state, based on the
received information and its current state. From an engi-
neering standpoint, this round-trip communication between
two interacting agents may be difficult to implement. More-
over, the standard population protocolmodel does not include
faults [4,23].

In this paper we investigate the computational power of
population protocols under some unreliable and/or weaker
interaction models. More precisely, we focus on two fea-
tures related to the power of interactions: omission failures
and one-way communications. An omission failure, a notion
that this paper introduces for the first time in the context of
population protocols, is the loss by one or both parties of the
information transmitted in an interaction. The failure may
or may not be detected by either party. On the other hand,
in one-way models (originally introduced in [5,9]), commu-
nication occurs only in one direction: only one of the two
agents can change its state depending on both states, and
the other agent may or may not be aware of the interaction.
In our paper we assume that the “receiver” is the agent that
receives both states. These notions can be combined, obtain-
ing one-way protocols with (possibly detectable) omission
failures.

A general question is what additional power is necessary
and sufficient to fill the gap between the standard two-way
model and the weaker models stated above. In this paper,
we start addressing this question using as a main investi-
gation tool the concept of a simulator: a wrapper protocol
converting any protocol for the standard two-way model into
one running under some weaker model. A simulator pro-
vides an interface between the simulated protocol and the
physical communication layer, giving the system the illu-

sion of being in a two-way environment. As a basic feature,
a simulator has to implement an atomic communication of
states between two agents, always guaranteeing both safety
and liveness of any problem specification. Indeed, the sim-
ulator should not allow agents to change states in illegal
ways (safety), and it should also guarantee that eventually
a communication between two agents is carried out suc-
cessfully (liveness). This task is further complicated by the
anonymity of the agents, their lack of knowledge of the
system, and the limited amount of memory that they may
have.

In a companion paper [26], we have investigated the sce-
nario where the system contains a unique “leader” agent. In
this context, we fully characterized the models where a two-
way simulator exists, with orwithout additional assumptions,
such as an unbounded amount of memory on all agents or
the knowledge of an upper bound on the number of omissive
interactions involving the leader.

We stress that the importance of focusing on the existence
of simulators (as opposed to, say, studying the set of predi-
cates that are computable in a given model) arises from the
fact that the decisions taken by some of the agents may be
irrevocable by their very nature (e.g., set the value of a write-
once register, inoculate a bird, fire distress flares as an SOS
signal, etc.).

1.2 Main contributions

As a first step, we define several omissivemodels considering
both the capability to detect the proximity of another agent
(i.e., interacting with another agent without viewing its state)
and to detect an omission (i.e., being aware that an interaction
failed). Note that these two features are independent. Prox-
imity detection is common in many Medium Access Control
protocols, such as CSMA-MPS and STEM. The models are
shown in Fig. 1.

In the two-way models with omissions, indicated with
Ti , detecting the proximity of an agent and not receiving its
state is an implicit detection of an omission. For this reason,
in these models, we only look at omission detection when:
no detection is possible (model T1), only one side detects it
(model T2), or both sides can detect the omission (model T3).

In the one-way models, indicated with Ii , detecting the
proximity of another agent but not receiving its state could
imply either the presence of an omission or that the first agent
is the starter of the interaction. We consider and analyze all
possible combinations of these two capabilities. As a result,
we obtain four distinct models: where no detection of omis-
sions is present but the proximity can be detected by the
starter (model I1) or by both parties (model I2), and where
there is detection of proximity by both parties but omissions
are detected only by the starter (model I3) or by the reactor
(model I4). For completeness we also consider the known
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Fig. 1 Computational relationships betweenmodels.An arrowbetween
two blobs indicates that the class of problems solvable in the source blob
is included in that of the destination blob. The models on the left, T1, T2,

T3, are the two-way models with omissions. The models on the right,
I1, I2, I3, I4, are the one-way models with omissions

models without omissions, the original two-way model (TW)
and the one-way models introduced in [5]: the Immediate
Transmission model (IT), where the starter detects the prox-
imity of the reactor, and the Immediate Observation model
(IO), where there is no detection of proximity.

The hierarchy of these models is shown in Fig. 1; more
details can be found in Sect. 2.

We consider two main types of omission adversaries: a
“malignant” one, called Unfair Omissive (UO), which can
insert omissions at any point in the execution, and a “benign”
one, called Eventually Non-Omissive (�NO), which must
eventually stop inserting omissions. Interactions are other-
wise “globally fair”. Interestingly, all our main simulators
work even under the malignant UO adversary, while all our
main impossibility results hold even under the benign �NO
adversary.

We start by analyzing the negative impact that omissions
have on computability. We show that, in the absence of addi-
tional assumptions, the simulation of TW protocols in the
presence of omissions is impossible even if the agents have
infinite memory (Theorem 2). Among other results, we also
show that, in the twoweak omissionmodels I1 and I2, simula-
tion is impossible even under an extremely limited omission
adversary, called �NO1, which can only insert at most one
omission in the entire execution.

On the other hand we prove that, in the weakest one-way
model, IO, simulation is possible if the agents have unique
IDs or the total number of agents, n, is known (Theorems 6
and 7).

In the two strong omission models I3 and I4, simulation is
possible when an upper bound on the number of omissions
is known (Theorem 5). This result in turn implies that, in
the non-omissive IT model, TW simulation is possible with a
memory overhead of Θ(log n) bits for each state of the sim-
ulated protocol (Corollary 1). In light of the fact that with
constant memory, in absence of additional capabilities, IT
protocols are strictly less powerful than two-way protocols
[5], our results show that this computational gap can be over-
come by using additional memory.

Our main results are summarized in Fig. 3 on page 13,
where white blobs represent possibilities and gray blobs
impossibilities. As a consequence of these results, we have
a complete characterization of the feasibility of simulation
when agents have infinitememory, unique IDs, or knowledge
of the size of the system. If an upper bound on the number
of omissions is known, we also have a complete characteri-
zation, except in model T2, where the problem is open.

1.3 Related work

Since their introduction, there have been extensive inves-
tigations on Population Protocols (e.g., see [6,10,13,15,16,
20,21,28,30,32]), and the basic assumptions of the original
model have been expanded in several directions, typically to
overcome inherent computability restrictions. For example,
allowing each agent to have non-constant memory [1–3,17];
assuming the presence of a leader [8]; allowing a certain
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amount of information to be storedon the edges [18,19,22,31]
of the interaction graph.

The issue of dependable computations in population pro-
tocols, first raised in [23], has been considered and studied
only with respect to processors’ faults, and the basic model
has necessarily been expanded. In [24] it has been shown
how to compute functions tolerating O(1) crash-stops and
transient failures, assuming that the number of failures is
bounded and known. In [7] the specific majority problem
under O(

√
n) Byzantine failures, assuming a fair proba-

bilistic scheduler, has been studied. In [29] unique IDs are
assumed, and it is shown how to compute functions tolerating
a bounded number of Byzantine faults, under the assump-
tion that Byzantine agents cannot forge IDs. Self-stabilizing
solutions have been devised for specific problems such as
leader election (assuming knowledge of the system’s size and
a non-constant number of states [14], or assuming a leader
detection oracle [27]) and counting (assuming the presence of
a leader [11]).Moreover, in [12] a self-stabilizing transformer
for general protocols has been studied in a slightly different
model and under the assumption of unbounded memory and
a leader.

Finally, to the best of our knowledge, the one-way model
without omissions has been studied only in [5], where it was
shown that IT and IO, when equipped with constant memory,
can compute a set of functions that is strictly included in
that of TW. Combined with our results in Fig. 3, this implies
that, without using extra resources (e.g., infinite memory,
leader, etc.), simulations are impossible in all the one-way
and omissive models.

2 Models and terminology

2.1 Population Protocols

We consider a system consisting of a set A = {a1, . . . , an}
of mobile agents. The mobility is passive, in the sense that it
is decided by an external entity. When two agents meet, they
interactwith each other and perform some local computation.
We always assume that interactions are instantaneous. Each
interaction is asymmetric, that is, an interaction between as
and ar is indicated by the ordered pair i = (as, ar ), where as
and ar are called starter and reactor, respectively. A protocol
P is defined by the following three elements: a set of local
states QP , a set of initial states Q′

P ⊆ QP , and a transition
function δP : QP × QP → QP × QP . The function δP
defines the states of the two interacting agents at the end of
their local computation. With a small abuse of notation, and
when no ambiguity arises, we will use the same literal (e.g.,
ai ) to indicate both an agent and its internal state. Since the
structure of the system is uniquely determined by P and n,
we refer to it as the system (P, n). A configuration C of a

system (P, n) is the n-tuple of local states from QP (i.e.,
C ∈ Qn

P ).
Given an k-tuple t = (x0, x1, . . . , xk−1) we denote the

element x j by t[ j].
Initial knowledge To empower the agents, we sometimes
assume that each agent has some additional knowledge, such
as an ID and/or the value of n. We model this information
by encoding it as a set of initial states of the agents (i.e., in
Q′
P ).

Executions and fairness Whenever an interaction i =
(a j , ak) turns a configuration of the form

C = (a1, . . . , a j , . . . , ak, . . . , an)

into one of the form

C ′ = (a1, . . . , δ(a j , ak)[0], . . . , δ(a j , ak)[1], . . . , an),

we use the notation C
i−→ C ′. A run of P is an infinite

sequence of interactions I = (i0, i1, . . .). Given an initial
configuration C0 ∈ Q′n

P , each run I induces an infinite
sequence of configurations, ΓI (C0) = (C0,C1, . . . ) such

that C j
i j−→ C j+1 for every j ≥ 0, which is called an execu-

tion of P .
We say that a set of configurationsC ⊆ Qn

P is closed under
permutations if, for everyC ∈ C, and for every configuration
̂C obtained by permuting the states of the agents of C , also
̂C ∈ C.

An execution Γ is globally fair if it satisfies the following
condition: for every two (possibly infinite) sets of configura-
tions C, C′ ⊆ Qn

P , closed under permutations, such that for
every C ∈ C there exists an interaction i and some C ′ ∈ C′

such that C
i−→ C ′, if infinitely many configurations of Γ

belong to C, then infinitely many configurations of Γ belong
to C′ (although not necessarily appearing in Γ as immediate
successors of configurations of C).

Note that our definition of global fairness extends the stan-
dard one, which only deals with single configurations, as
opposed to sets (see [10]). The two definitions are equiva-
lent when applied to protocols that use only finitely many
states, but our extension also works with infinitely many
states, where the standard one is ineffective.

2.2 Non-omissive interactionmodels

In this paper we consider three main models of interactions:
the standard Two-Way one, and two one-way models pre-
sented in [5], i.e., the Immediate-Transmission model and
the Immediate-Observation model.
Two-way model (TW) In this model, any protocol P
has a state transition function consisting of two functions
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fs : QP ×QP → QP and fr : QP ×QP → QP satisfying
δP (as, ar ) = ( fs(as, ar ), fr (as, ar )) for any as, ar ∈ QP .
Immediate-transmission model (IT) Any protocol P has
a state transition function consisting of two functions
g : QP → QP and f : QP × QP → QP satisfying
δP (as, ar ) = (g(as), f (as, ar )) for any as, ar ∈ QP .
Immediate-observation model (IO) Any protocol P has a
state transition function of the form δP (as, ar ) = (as, f
(as, ar )) for any as, ar ∈ QP .

Note that, in the ITmodel, the starter explicitly detects the
interaction, as it applies function g to its own state. In other
terms, even if the starter cannot read the state of the reactor,
it can still detect its “proximity”. In the IO model, on the
other hand, there is no such detection of an interaction (or
proximity) by the starter.
Proximity detection (PD)Whenwe consider one-waymod-
els we may assume that agents have the capability to detect
the proximity of their interaction partners. This means that
an agent knows that it is involved in an interaction even if it
does not receive the state of the other agent.When an agent is
equipped with proximity detection and it interacts with some
other agent, it applies the function g to its own state. This
is the case of the IT model, that is a one-way model without
omission where the starter is equipped with proximity detec-
tion. Later we will also introduce omission detection, and we
will show that the detection of an omission is a property that
is not always equivalent to the detection of proximity.

2.3 Omissions andmodel hierarchy

An omission is a fault affecting a single interaction. In an
omissive interaction an agent does not receive any infor-
mation about the state of its counterpart. Omissions are
introduced by an adversarial entity. We consider:

Definition 1 (Unfair omissive (UO) adversary) The UO
adversary takes a run I and outputs a new sequence I ′, which
is obtained by inserting a (possibly empty) finite sequence of
omissive interactions between each pair of consecutive inter-
actions of I . (Note that, since I is infinite, the total number
of omissive interactions in I ′ may be infinite.)

Definition 2 (Eventually non-omissive (�NO/�NO1) adver-
sary) The �NO adversary takes a run I and outputs a
new sequence I ′, which is obtained by inserting any finite
sequence of omissive interactions between finitely many
pairs of consecutive interactions of I . (Note that the total
number of omissive interactions in I ′ is finite.) The �NO1

adversary is even weaker, and can only output interaction
sequences with at most one omission.

If we incorporate omissions in our runs, then transition
functions become more general relations.

2.3.1 TW omissive models

In the two-way omissive model, we have the transition rela-
tion

δ(as, ar ) ={( fs(as, ar ), fr (as, ar )), (o(as), fr (as, ar )),

( fs(as, ar ), h(ar )), (o(as), h(ar ))}

(model T3). The first pair is the outcome of an interaction
when no omission is present; the other three pairs represent
all possible outcomeswhen there is an omission: respectively,
an omission on the starter’s side, on the reactor’s side, and
on both sides. The functions o and h represent the detection
capabilities of each agent: inTW, if one of these is the identity,
then omissions are undetectable on the respective side. If
omissions are undetectable on both sides, we have the model
T1:

δ(as, ar ) ={( fs(as, ar ), fr (as, ar )), (as, fr (as, ar )),

( fs(as, ar ), ar ))}.

Omission detection (OD) In some models we assume that
agents have the capability to detect an omission. This means
that an agent knows that it is involved in an interaction that
contains an omission.We assume that the agent detecting the
omission is the one that does not receive the state of the other
agent. This has a practical reason: in case of an omission,
an agent could receive corrupted information, allowing it to
detect the fault but not the state of the other agent.

Moreover, if the agent that receives the state of the
other also detects the omission, then omission can be eas-
ily removed by ignoring the omissive interaction. Therefore,
this would lead to models that are equivalent to one-way
interaction models without omissions.

If an agent is equipped with omission detection and it
initiates an interaction that happens to be omissive, then the
agent does not receive the state of the other agent, and it
applies the function o to its own state only.

If omissions are detected only on the starter’s side, we
have the model T2:

δ(as, ar ) ={( fs(as, ar ), fr (as, ar )), (o(as), fr (as, ar )),

( fs(as, ar ), ar ), (o(as), ar )}.

If omissions are detected only on the reactor’s side, we have
a symmetric model, equivalent to T2.

2.3.2 One-way omissive models

In the case of one-way interactions, we have the transition
relation

δ(as, ar ) = {(g(as), f (as, ar )), (o(as), h(ar ))}.
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The first pair is the outcome of an interaction when no
omission is present, and the second pair when there is an
omission. (Note that the IO model corresponds to the case
in which g is the identity function.) Once again, omissions
are undetectable starter-side (respectively, reactor-side) if o
(respectively, h) is the identity function.

Model Investigation for One-Way Interactions All possible
one-way interactionmodels are detailed inTable 1. Thefigure
contains all possible combinations of detection of proximity
and omission, starter-side or reactor-side.

We identify four models in Table 1 for which there is no
immediate equivalence with any other model in the table. For
convenience these models will be named I1, I2, I3, I4:

– Model I1 is the one where only the starter detects the
proximity, Str(PD). The transition relation is

δ(as, ar ) = {(g(as), f (as, ar )), (g(as), ar )}.

– In model I2, the transition relation is

δ(as, ar ) = {(g(as), f (as, ar )), (g(as), g(ar ))}.

Proximity is detected by both starter and reactor: Str(PD)
& Rct(PD). That is, in case of a correct transition, the
starter detects the presence of another agent, and its tran-
sition is g(as). The other agent detects the presence of an
interacting agent and it also receives its state: therefore its
transition function is f (as, ar ). If there is a faulty inter-
action, then both agents will detect the presence of each
other, but no one will receive the other’s state. Therefore,
they will both apply the same function g to their internal
state, in this case the transition function is (g(as), g(ar )).
In this model, in case of omission, we have a symmetric
interaction, because both agents apply g to their states.
Notice that, if the starter and the receiver applied two dif-
ferent functions, say g, t , in case of omission, then this
would have been equivalent to having receiver-side omis-
sion detection. Indeed, in this case the receiver would
know that its role is the receiver, and if it did not receive
the state of the starter, then it would infer that an omission
has occurred.

– In model I3, the starter detects proximity and the reactor
detects omissions:

δ(as, ar ) = {(g(as), f (as, ar )), (g(as), h(ar ))}.

This is model Str(PD)&Rct(OD) of Table 1. In this case,
the starter detects the proximity of an agent with which
it is interacting both in the case of a correct transition
and in the case of an omission. Thus, the starter always
transitions to g(as). On the contrary, the reactor detects

the presence of an omission in case of a faulty interaction,
outcome h(ar ), or it receives the state of the starter in case
of a correct interaction, outcome f (as, ar ).

– Finally, I4 is the model in which the starter detects both
proximity and omission and the reactor can only detect
proximity: Str(PD+OD) & Rct(PD) in Table 1. The tran-
sition relation is

δ(as, ar ) = {(g(as), f (as, ar )), (o(as), g(ar ))}.

In case of a correct transition, the starter detects the pres-
ence of another agent, transitioning to g(as), and the
other agent detects the presence of the starter as well
as its state: therefore its transition is f (as, ar ). In case
of a faulty interaction, then both agents will detect each
other’s presence, none of themwill receive the state of the
other, and the starter will detect an omission. Therefore
the starters applies function o to its own state, and the
receiver cannot distinguish this faulty interaction from
a correct interaction in which it had the role of starter:
therefore, it will apply function g to its own state.

There are some models that have the same transi-
tion relation, such as model Str(PD+OD) & Rct(OD) and
Str(PD+OD) & Rct(PD+OD). The difference between these
two models is that in the second one the reactor detects also
the proximity of the starter and not only the omission. It is
trivial to see that the transition relation is the same:

δ(as, ar ) = {(g(as), f (as, ar )), (o(as), h(ar ))}.

Indeed, if there is anomission in the secondmodel, the reactor
detects the proximity of the starter, but detecting the omission
gives more information than just detecting the interaction.
Therefore, in bothmodels, when an omission occurs the reac-
tor uses the function h instead of g.

In the following theoremwewill show the immediate rela-
tionships between the models in the table, the four models
I1, I2, I3, I4 and the two one-way models without omissions,
IT and IO.

Theorem 1 Considering the models of Table 1, the following
hold.

(1) Models Str(OD), Rct(PD), Rct(OD), Rct(PD+OD),
Str(OD) & Rct(PD), Str(OD) & Rct(OD), and Str(OD)
& Rct(PD+OD) are equivalent to IO.

(2) Models Str(PD+OD), Str(PD+OD) & Rct(OD), and
Str(PD+OD) & Rct(PD+OD) are equivalent to IT.

(3) Model Str(PD) & Rct(PD+OD) is equivalent to I3.

Proof We prove each statement of the theorem:
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Table 1 Various models of one-way interactions in the presence of proximity detection (PD) and omission detection (OD) for starter (Str) and
reactor (Rct), and their relationship with the models of Fig. 1

Detection capabilities Transition relation Relationship with models of Fig. 1

Str(PD) δ(as , ar ) = {(g(as), f (as , ar )), (g(as), ar )} I1 by definition

Str(OD) δ(as , ar ) = {(as , f (as , ar )), (o(as), ar )} Equivalent to IO

Str(PD+OD) δ(as , ar ) = {(g(as), f (as , ar )), (o(as), ar )} Equivalent to IT

Rct(PD) δ(as , ar ) = {(as , f (as , ar )), (as , g(ar ))} Equivalent to IO

Rct(OD) δ(as , ar ) = {(as , f (as , ar )), (as , h(ar ))} Equivalent to IO

Rct(PD+OD) δ(as , ar ) = {(as , f (as , ar )), (as , h(ar ))} Equivalent to IO

Str(PD) & Rct(PD) δ(as , ar ) = {(g(as), f (as , ar )), (g(as), g(ar ))} I2 by definition

Str(PD) & Rct(OD) δ(as , ar ) = {(g(as), f (as , ar )), (g(as), h(ar ))} I3 by definition

Str(PD) & Rct(PD+OD) δ(as , ar ) = {(g(as), f (as , ar )), (g(as), h(ar ))} Equivalent to I3
Str(OD) & Rct(PD) δ(as , ar ) = {(as , f (as , ar )), (o(as), g(ar ))} Equivalent to IO

Str(OD) & Rct(OD) δ(as , ar ) = {(as , f (as , ar )), (o(as), h(ar ))} Equivalent to IO

Str(OD) & Rct(PD+OD) δ(as , ar ) = {(as , f (as , ar )), (o(as), h(ar ))} Equivalent to IO

Str(PD+OD) & Rct(PD) δ(as , ar ) = {(g(as), f (as , ar )), (o(as), g(ar ))} I4 by definition

Str(PD+OD) & Rct(OD) δ(as , ar ) = {(g(as), f (as , ar )), (o(as), h(ar ))} Equivalent to IT

Str(PD+OD) & Rct(PD+OD) δ(as , ar ) = {(g(as), f (as , ar )), (o(as), h(ar ))} Equivalent to IT

(1) All these models share a transition relation of the form

δ(as, ar ) = {(as, f (as, ar )),

(as/o(as), ar/g(ar )/h(ar ))}.

When no omission occurs the transition relation is the
same as in IO: δ(as, ar ) = (as, f (as, ar )). Omissions
are introduced by an adversary. This means that if omis-
sions improve the computational power of the model
with respect to IO, then the adversary will just create
executions without omissions. On the other hand, if the
presence of omissions leads to a model that is weaker
than IO, than the agents can ignore each omission by set-
ting the functions o, g and h to the identity. Therefore,
all these models are equivalent to IO.

(2) All these models share a transition relation in the form

δ(as, ar ) = {(g(as), f (as, ar )), (o(as), ar/h(ar ))}.

In this case, the agents can simulate a model with-
out omissions by using the identity function when an
omission is detected (i.e., setting o and h to the iden-
tity). This leads to the transition function δ(as, ar ) =
(g(as), f (as, ar )). Thus, all these models are equivalent
to IT.

(3) The equivalence is immediate by observing that model
Str(PD+OD) & Rct(PD+OD) has the same transition
relation as model Str(PD+OD) & Rct(OD).

	


Hierarchy of Models In the previous sections we identified
the models obtained by all possible combinations of omis-
sion and detection, and we pruned out the trivially equivalent
ones. The significant models and their relationships have
been reported in Fig. 1.

For TW omissive models, in T2 we have the models where
there is no detection of omission either on the starter’s or the
reactor’s side. Since these two models are symmetric, only
the one without reactor-side detection is reported, i.e., func-
tion h is forced to be the identity. In T1 we have the weaker
model where no detection is available, i.e., both o and h are
the identity. In one-way models, function g is applied when
an agent detects the proximity of another agent. However,
detecting the proximity does not imply the detection of an
omission: in I2, no agent detects an omission, but both detect
the proximity of the other agent. Finally, models IT and IO
are the non-omissive models introduced in [5].

Each arrow in Fig. 1 indicates either the obvious inclusion,
that is, the transition relation of the source is a subset of the
transition relation of the destination, or the adversary can
force the inclusion by avoiding omissions: this is the case
with T3 and TW, for instance.

Another case is give by model I4, which gets the same
transition relation as I2 upon setting o = g. This means that
any protocol for I2 can be used also for I4, which implies that
any problem solvable in I2 can also be solved I4. Moreover,
if a problem cannot be solved in I4, that is, any protocol
implementable in I4 cannot solve the problem, then it cannot
be solved in I2, since the protocols implementable in I2 are
a subset of the protocols implementable in I4. The same can
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be said for models T3 and I3: the transition relation of T3
becomes that of I3 if we set fs = o = g and fr = f .

2.4 Simulation of two-way protocols

In this section we define the two-way protocol simulator (or
“simulator” for short) and other related concepts. Given a
two-way protocol P , consider a protocol S(P), whose set of
local states is QP × QS , where QP is the set of local states
of P (the “simulated states”), and QS is additional memory
space used in the simulation. Let πP : QP × QS → QP be
the projection function onto the set of local states of P . By
extension, ifC is a configuration ofS(P), wewriteπP (C) to
indicate the configuration of P consisting of the projections
of the states of the agents of C .

Next we define the concept of event: intuitively, an event
represents an update of the simulated state of an agent. Given
an execution ΓI (C0) of S(P), where I = (i0, i1, . . . ), we
say that E(Γ ) = (e0, e1, . . . ) is a sequence of events forΓ if
it is a weakly increasing sequence of indices of interactions
of I , such that no three indices are the same, and containing at
least the indices of the interactions that determine the update
of the simulated state of some agent in the execution Γ (if an
interaction updates the simulated states of two agents, then
its index must appear twice in E(Γ )). So, with each event
e j in E(Γ ), we can associate a unique agent involved in the
interaction ie j ; preferably, this agent is one that effectively
changes simulated state as a result of ie j . We also allow extra
events in E(Γ ), associated with agents that do not change
simulated state, because we want to take into account simu-
lations of two-way protocols that occasionally leave the state
of an agent unchanged.

If ΓI (C0) = (C0,C1, . . . ), we let C−
j = Cej and

C+
j = Cej+1. In other words, C

−
j and C+

j are the configura-
tions before and after the j th update of the simulated state,
respectively.

Definition 3 (Perfect matching of events) Given an execution
ΓI (C0) of a run I and a sequence of events E(Γ ), a perfect
matching M(E) is a partition ofN into ordered pairs (viewed
as indices of events of E(Γ )) such that, if ( j, k) ∈ M(E),
where e j is associated with agent ax and ek with agent ay ,
then x �= y and

δP (πP (C−
j [x]), πP (C−

k [y])) = (πP (C+
j [x]), πP (C+

k [y])).

Intuitively, a pair ( j, k) in a perfect matching corresponds to
the pair of events (e j , ek) representing the two state changes
given by a two-way interaction of agents under the simulated
protocolP . The events e j and ek correspond to the updates of
the simulated states of the starter and the reactor, respectively.
A matching M(E) induces a derived run D of P as follows.
Sort the pairs ( j, k) of M(E) by increasing min{e j , ek}, and

let M ′ be the sorted sequence. Now, if ( j, k) is the mth ele-
ment of M ′, agent ax is associated with event e j and agent
ay is associated with event ek , then the mth element of D
is (x, y). Now, the derived execution induced by M(E) is
simply the execution of P induced by D, i.e., ΓD(πP (C0)).

Definition 4 (Simulation) A protocol S(P) simulates the
two-way protocol P if, for any initial configuration C0 of n
agents of S(P), and any run I whose execution ΓI (C0) sat-
isfies the global fairness condition, there exists a sequence of
events E(Γ ) with a perfect matching M(E) whose derived
execution is an execution of n agents of P starting from
the initial configuration πP (C0) and satisfying the global
fairness condition. We further require that, for each initial
configuration C0, every finite initial sequence of interactions
ofS(P) (possibly with omissions) can be extended to an infi-
nite one I , having no additional omissions, whose execution
ΓI (C0) satisfies the global fairness condition.

The last clause of the definition is a bland consistency con-
dition that has been added because, with infinite-memory
protocols, the existence of globally fair executions cannot be
taken for granted. It essentially states that a protocol should
not be considered a simulator simply because it is so “patho-
logical” that it does not admit globally fair executions. This
clause is redundant in practice, as all the protocols presented
in this paper obviously have globally fair executions in abun-
dance. However, we will need to assume this consistency
condition in order to prove that simulators for certain proto-
cols do not exist (cf. Lemma 1).

3 Impossibilities for simulation in presence
of omissions

In this section, we derive several impossibility results in the
presence of omissions.

3.1 Additional definitions

All our impossibility proofs rely on the existence of a two-
way protocol that cannot be simulated.

Definition 5 (Pairing problem) A set of agents A is given,
partitioned into consumer agents Ac, starting in state c, and
producer agents Ap, starting in state p. We say that a pro-
tocol P solves the Pairing Problem (Pair) if it enforces the
following properties:

– Irrevocability P has a state s that only agents in state c
can get; once an agent has state s, its state cannot change
any more.

– Safety At any time, the number of agents in state s is at
most |Ap|.
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– Liveness In all globally fair executions of P , eventu-
ally the number of agents in state s is stably equal to
min{|Ac|, |Ap|}.

It is easy to see that Pair can be solved by the simple
protocol below in the standard two-way model.

Pairing Protocol PI P . QPI P = {s, c, p,⊥}. The only
non-trivial transition rules are (c, p) → (s,⊥) and
(p, c) → (⊥, s).

Let us now define a property on the behavior of a generic
simulator S(P) over a sequence of interactions I . We will
later show how this property is related to the omission
resilience of S(P).

Definition 6 (Transition time (TT)) Given a TW protocol P ,
a simulator S(P), and an execution Γ = (C0,C1, . . .) of
S(P) on a system of two agents, the Transition Time (TT) of
the triplet (S,P, Γ ) is the smallest t such that

πP (Ct [0]) = δP (πP (C0[0]), πP (C0[1]))[0]

and

πP (Ct [1]) = δP (πP (C0[0]), πP (C0[1]))[1]

(or ∞, if no such t exists).

Let O(I ) be the number of omissions in a sequence of inter-
actions I .

Definition 7 (Fastest transition time (FTT)) Given a TW pro-
tocol P , a simulator S(P), and a configuration C0 for a
system of two agents of S(P), the Fastest Transition Time
(FTT) of the triplet (S,P,C0) is the smallest TT of all the
triplets of the form (S,P, ΓI ), where I ranges over all runs
with O(I ) = 0 and ΓI [0] = C0.

Intuitively, FTT is the minimum number of (non-omissive)
interactions needed by a specific simulator S to simulate one
step of protocol P in a system of two agents. Thus it can be
seen as the “maximum speed” of a simulator. We will show
in the following that such ametric is intrinsically related with
the omission resilience of S.

3.2 Impossibilities in spite of infinite memory

In this section we show that simulations of TW models are
impossible when omissions are present, even if the system
is endowed with infinite memory. We start presenting a key
indistinguishability argument.

Lemma 1 Let S(P) be a simulator working in the omission
model T3. Let t > 0 be the FTT of the triplet (S,P,C0),

where one agent in C0 has simulated state q0, the other
agent has q1 with q0 �= q1, and δP (q0, q1) = (q ′

0, q
′
1) and

δP (q1, q0) = (q ′
1, q

′
0). Let A be a system of 2t + 2 agents of

S(P), and let B0 be an initial configuration of A in which
t agents have simulated state q0 and t + 2 agents have q1.
Then, there exists a sequence of interactions I ∗ of A such that
ΓI ∗(B0) is globally fair and O(I ∗) = t , with a sequence of
events E(ΓI ∗(B0)) in which at least t + 1 events represent a
transition of some agent from simulated state q1 to q ′

1.

Proof Intuitively, we construct a systemwith t pairs of agents
which, thanks to omissive interactions, we “fool” into believ-
ing that they are operating in a system of only two agents,
until one agent per pair transitions from simulated state q1
to q ′

1. Then we have an extra agent that interacts once with
one member of each of the t pairs, also “believing” that the
system consists of only two agents, which finally transitions
from simulated state q1 to q ′

1. One last auxiliary agent serves
as a “generator” of omissive interactions.

Let I be any run of a system of two agents achieving
FTT for (S,P,C0); let d0 be the agent whose initial state is
q0 and let d1 be the other one. For every 0 ≤ k < t , we
construct a sequence of interactions Ik for two agents as fol-
lows: copy the first k interactions from I ; append an omissive
interaction with the same starter as I [k], and with omission
(and detection) on d1’s side; extend the resulting sequence to
an infinite one whose execution from C0 satisfies the global
fairness condition, without adding extra omissions (such an
extension exists by Definition 4, since S is a simulator). Note
that Ik has exactly one omissive interaction.

Because the execution of Ik is globally fair, the derived
execution must also be globally fair by definition of simu-
lator, and in particular it makes the simulated states of the
two agents transition according to δP infinitely many times.
Hence, the agent whose initial simulated state is q1 will even-
tually transition to q ′

1, say after the execution of the first
tk interactions of Ik . Note that this happens regardless of
which agent is the starter of the two-way simulated interac-
tion, because by assumption δP is symmetric on (q0, q1).

Now let a0, a1, . . . , a2t+1 be the agents of A, with indices
chosen in such a way that, for all 0 ≤ k < t , the agents of the
form a2k have simulated state q0 in B0, while all other agents
of A have q1. For every 0 ≤ k < t , we construct a sequence
Jk , consisting of tk+1 interactions, involving only agentsa2k ,
a2k+1, a2t , and a2t+1. We make a2k and a2k+1 interact with
each other as in Ik , but we “redirect” the omissive interaction
Ik[k] to a2t and a2t+1. Specifically, we replicate the first k
interactions of Ik (where d0 becomes a2k and d1 becomes
a2k+1); thenweadd an interaction betweena2k anda2t ,where
the role of a2k (i.e., starter or reactor) is the same as that of
d0 in Ik[k]; then we insert an omissive interaction between
a2k+1 and a2t+1, where the role of a2k+1 is the same as that
of b1 in Ik[k], and the omission (and detection) is on a2k+1’s
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I = {i0, . . . , ik, . . . , it−1, . . .}I = {i0, . . . , ik, . . . , it−1, . . .}

d0d0 d1d1

(a) Run I achieving FTT.

i′ki
′
k

Ik = {i0, . . . , ik−1, i
′
k, . . . , i

′
tk−1, . . .}Ik = {i0, . . . , ik−1, i

′
k, . . . , i

′
tk−1, . . .}

d0d0 d1d1

(b) Partial run Ik.

. . .. . .

a2t+1a2t+1

a2ta2t

a0a0 a1a1 a2a2 a3a3 a2t−2a2t−2 a2t−1a2t−1

J0[0]J0[0] J1[1]J1[1] Jt−1[t − 1]Jt−1[t − 1]

J0J0 J1J1 Jt−1Jt−1

J0[1]J0[1] J1[2]J1[2] Jt−1[t]Jt−1[t]

(c) Final run I∗.

Fig. 2 Construction of the run I ∗

side; finally, we replicate the tk − k − 1 interactions of Ik
from Ik[k+1] to Ik[tk −1]. Observe that Jk contains exactly
one omissive interaction, Jk[k + 1].

The final sequence I ∗ is now simply the concatenation of
all the sequences Jk (where k goes from 0 to t−1, in increas-
ing order), extended to an infinite sequence of interactions
whose execution is globally fair, and having exactly t omis-
sions in total (again, this extension exists by Definition 4).

Let us examine the execution of I ∗ from the initial config-
uration B0. Each of the t pairs of the form (a2k, a2k+1), with
0 ≤ k < t , has an initial execution that is the same as that of
(d0, d1) interacting for k turns as in Ik . Hence, the execution
of a2t is that of d1 interacting as in I for the first t turns. It
follows that a2t transitions from simulated state q1 to q ′

1 by
the end of the sub-run Jt−1. Also, for each pair (a2k, a2k+1),
the execution is as in Ik for the first tk turns; hence, a2k+1

transitions from simulated state q1 to q ′
1 at the end of the

sub-run Jk . Thus, in total, we have at least t + 1 agents that
transition from q1 to q ′

1. 	

Theorem 2 Given an infinite amount of memory on each
agent, it is impossible to simulate every TW protocol in the
T3 model (hence in all the omissive models of Fig. 1), even
under the �NO adversary.

Proof We show that the protocolPI P for Pair cannot be sim-
ulated if any type of omissive interaction is allowed. Assume
by contradiction that there is a simulator S for PI P , i.e., S
solves Pair under some omissive model. Let us now apply
Lemma 1 to S and PI P , where q0 is the initial state of the
providers (hence there are t providers), q1 is the initial state
of the consumers (hence there are t + 2 consumers), and q ′

1
is the irrevocable state.

BecausePI P is symmetricwith respect to starter and reac-
tor, the hypotheses of Lemma 1 are satisfied, and hence there
is a sequence of interactions I ∗ whose execution is globally
fair, which causes t+1 transitions into state s. Since the exe-
cution is globally fair, the derived execution of I ∗ must be
an execution of PI P , due to Definition 4. In particular, it sat-
isfies the irrevocability property of Pair. Therefore, no agent
entering state s can ever change it. It follows that, eventually,
there are at least t +1 agents in state s, which contradicts the
safety property of Pair.

Since I ∗ contains just finitely many omissive interactions,
it can be generated by the �NO adversary. 	


Theorem 2 uses as counterexample the construction of
Lemma 1, implying that a simulator S fails to simulate pro-
tocol PI P in a run where the number of failures is exactly
the FTT of (S,PI P , (c, p)). This is even more interesting
if we consider simulators that are unaware of the protocol
they are simulating, where by “unaware” we mean that the
sequence of simulated two-way interactions is not influenced
by the protocol that is being simulated or by the initial con-
figuration (i.e., general-purpose and not ad-hoc simulators).
We have shown that each of these simulators fails as soon as
the number of omissions is above some constant threshold,
which is independent of the simulated protocol and the ini-
tial configuration. Such a threshold is precisely the minimum
number of non-omissive interactions needed to simulate a
single two-way transition.

For models T1, I1, and I2, we can strengthen Theorem 2.

Theorem 3 Given an infinite amount of memory on each
agent, it is impossible to simulate every TW protocol in the
interactionmodels T1, I1, and I2, even under the �NO1 adver-
sary.

Proof The proof uses a construction analogous to the one
used in Lemma 1. We consider a system A of 2t + 2 agents
a0, a1, . . . , a2t+1, andwe build t sequences of interactions Ik
between two agents d0 and d1, exactly as in Lemma 1. Recall
that the run Ik contains only one omission.Hence, if a simula-
tor is resilient to the �NO1 adversary, it eventually succeeds
in making d0 and d1 simulate a full two-way interaction, say
after tk one-way interactions. Since tk is well defined, we can
go on and construct the sequence Jk . However, the Jk that
we will use in this proof differs from its counterpart used in
Lemma 1 by two elements: Jk[k] and Jk[k+1]. In particular,
our new Jk’s will contain no omissions.

If the model is T1, we replace the old interactions Jk[k]
and Jk[k + 1] by a single non-omissive interaction between
ak and a2t (in which ak is the starter if and only if d0 is the
starter in I [k]).

Let the model be I1. If the interaction I [k] is (d0, d1), then
we replace the old interactions Jk[k] and Jk[k + 1] by the
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single interaction (ak, a2t ). Otherwise, if I [k] = (d1, d0), we
set Jk[k] = (a2t , a2t+1) and Jk[k + 1] = (ak+1, a2t+1).

Consider now model I2. If the interaction I [k] is (d0, d1),
then we set Jk[k] = (ak, a2t ) and Jk[k+1] = (ak+1, a2t+1).
Otherwise, if I [k] = (d1, d0), we replace the old interactions
Jk[k] and Jk[k + 1] by the three interactions (a2t , a2t+1),
(ak, a2t+1), and (ak+1, a2t+1).

Finally, we concatenate the t finite sequences Jk to obtain
the new run I ∗, which contains no omissions. Let us now
examine the execution of I ∗ from the initial configuration
B0 defined in Lemma 1. Once again, each of the t pairs
(a2k, a2k+1), with 0 ≤ k < t , has an initial execution that is
the same as that of (d0, d1) interacting for k turns as in Ik .
Then, the new interactions that we added in lieu of Jk[k] and
Jk[k+1]make a2k and a2k+1 change state in the sameway as
in the omissive interaction Ik[k]. But as a side effect, also a2t
changes state as it would in a non-omissive interaction with
a2k . As a consequence, by the end of I ∗, all the agents of the
form a2k+1 with 0 ≤ k < t , as well as a2t , have transitioned
from simulated state q1 to q ′

1. Thus, in total, at least t + 1
agents transition from q1 to q ′

1.
Now the proof can be completed exactly as in Theorem 2,

by showing that the protocol PI P cannot be simulated. 	

One may wonder what would happen if we wanted to con-
struct simulators that “gracefully degrade” when omissions
reach a certain threshold tO . More precisely, for a sequence
of interactions I with O(I ) < tO , the simulator has to per-
form a full simulation of P; if O(I ) ≥ tO , the simulator has
to start a simulation, but then it is allowed to stop forever in a
“consistent” simulated state. Essentially, in the second case,
we allow the sequence of events E(Γ ) defined in Sect. 2.4 to
be finite (in other terms, we drop the simulator’s “liveness”
requirement).

Theorem 4 Given an infinite amount of memory on each
agent, in the T3 model (and hence in all the omissive models
of Fig. 1), any gracefully degrading simulator that simulates
all TW protocols must have a threshold tO ≤ 1.

Proof Recall that in Lemma 1 we constructed a sequence of
interactions I ∗ for a set of agents A, which was then applied
to the protocol PI P in order to prove Theorem 2. Suppose
now that a simulator has threshold tO > 1. If such a simulator
executes a run with at most one omission, it must effectively
simulate infinitely many two-way interactions. In particular,
it is able to simulate the first two-way interaction in a system
of two agents, and therefore the sequence I mentioned in
Lemma 1 is well defined for this simulator, as well as the
sequences Ik and the numbers tk . But then, as the agents of
A execute the same simulator according to the sequence I ∗,
they violate the safety property of Pair, because t+1 of them
change their simulated state from c to s. Since they reach a
non-consistent simulated state, this means that a gracefully

degrading simulator with threshold tO > 1 cannot simulate
PI P . 	


4 Simulation in omissivemodels

In this section we focus on designing simulators of two-
way protocols. In light of the impossibilities presented in
the previous section, additional assumptions are necessary.
Section 4.1 assumes some knowledge on themaximum num-
ber of omissions, Sect. 4.2 assumes the presence of unique
IDs, and finally in Sect. 4.3 we assume to know the number
of agents.

4.1 Knowledge on omissions

Here we assume to know an upper bound o on the number of
omissions, i.e., for any sequence of interactions I on which
the simulator runs we have O(I ) ≤ o. We will show that
under this assumption there exists a simulator for models I3
and I4. These contrast with models I1 and I2, in which it is
impossible to simulate evenwhenO(I ) ≤ 1 (seeTheorem3).

We explain the simulator SKO under model I3; the ver-
sion for model I4 is only slightly different, and its correctness
follows from symmetry considerations. The simulator is rem-
iniscent of the card game Rummy, and is based on the
exchange of “tokens”. Each simulated state q ∈ QP is repre-
sented as a sequence of numbered tokens: 〈q, 1〉, . . . , 〈q, o+
1〉. Intuitively, an agent tries to transmit its state to others by
sending one token at a time, for o + 1 consecutive interac-
tions, each time incrementing the counter. When a reactor
detects an omission, it generates a joker token 〈J 〉, which
will also start circulating. Note that there are never more
than o jokers in the system. Every time an agent gets a new
token, it checks if it owns the complete set of o + 1 tokens
representing some state q and, if so, it simulates (part of)
an interaction with a hypothetical partner in state q. If the
complete set of tokens is not available, the agent is allowed
to replace the missing tokens with the jokers that it currently
owns. After the o + 1 tokens have been used, they are dis-
carded and withdrawn from circulation. However, if an agent
uses some joker tokens, it “takes note” of what tokens these
jokers are replacing. If later on the same agent obtains one
of the tokens in this list, say 〈q, i〉, it turns 〈q, i〉 into a joker
and removes 〈q, i〉 from the list.
Simulator variables Each agent has a multiset of tokens to
be sent, called sending, initially empty. It also has a variable
statesim (initially set to available) for the state of the simula-
tor protocol, a variable stateP for the state of the simulated
protocol (initialized according to its initial simulated state),
and a multiset of tokens called graveyard, initially empty.
Simulator protocol Suppose that an agent interacts as a
starter. If statesim = available and sending is empty,
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Fig. 3 Map of results
(cf. Fig. 1). The models where it
is possible to simulate two-way
protocols are represented with a
white blob; the models where
simulation is impossible are
represented with a gray blob

the agent performs a production operation: it switches to
statesim = pending and inserts the complete string of
tokens

〈stateP , 1〉, 〈stateP , 2〉, . . . , 〈stateP , o + 1〉

into sending. Subsequently, regardless of statesim , the
starter removes a token from the sending multiset, chosen
deterministically (unless of course themultiset is empty), and
the reactor reads it, as detailed below. (It is important that the
token is chosen deterministically from the multiset, so the
starter and the reactor will implicitly choose the same.)

Suppose now that an agent interacts as a reactor. To begin
with, it reads a token from the sending multiset of the
starter (unless of course it is empty), and inserts it into its
own sending multiset. If it detects an omission, it inserts a
joker token 〈J 〉 instead. Then it runs a preliminary check:
if statesim = pending and the agent can find a complete
string of tokens for its own state (i.e., stateP ) in its own
sending multiset (possibly using some joker tokens as wild
cards), then it performs a deletion operation: it switches to
statesim = available and removes the set ofo+1used tokens
from the multiset, one copy of each. After this preliminary
check, the core protocol starts: if statesim = available and
the agent has a complete string of tokens for some state q in

its own sendingmultiset (possibly using some joker tokens),
it performs a right-side transition operation: it removes the
set of o + 1 used tokens from the multiset, it simulates its
part of the two-way transition with an agent in state q (i.e.,
it sets stateP = δ(q, stateP )[1]), and it inserts a complete
string of “state-change” tokens into sending:

〈(q, stateP ), 1〉, 〈(q, stateP ), 2〉, . . . , 〈(q, stateP ), o + 1〉.

On the other hand, if statesim = pending and the agent
has a complete string of state-change tokens of the form
〈(stateP , q ′), i〉 in its own sending multiset (possibly using
some joker tokens), it performs a left-side transition oper-
ation: it removes the set of o + 1 used tokens from the
multiset, it sets stateP = δ(stateP , q ′)[0], and switches
to statesim = available.

Also, whenever a reactor uses a joker token as a sub-
stitute for some token 〈q, i〉, it adds 〈q, i〉 to the multiset
graveyard. Symmetrically, when it receives a new token
〈q, i〉 from a starter and that token is in the graveyard,
it removes one copy of 〈q, i〉 from the graveyard and it
replaces the last copy of 〈q, i〉 in sending with a joker token.

We say that a token is circulating if it is in the sending
multiset of some agent. A token is dead if it is in a
graveyard.
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Lemma 2 In an execution of SKO with at most o omissive
interactions, the number of circulating joker tokens plus the
number of dead tokens never decreases and never exceeds o.

Proof Since we are assuming that the execution contains no
more than o omissive interactions, at most o joker tokens
are generated in total. These joker tokens circulate among
agents through their sending multisets, and may be con-
sumedwhen a deletion or a transition operation is performed.
When a joker token is consumed, a token is created in some
agent’s graveyard; when a copy of the same token reaches
the sending multiset of that agent, it becomes a joker token,
eliminating the copy in the graveyard. This means that,
throughout the execution, the sum of the circulating jokers
and the sizes of all graveyard multisets never decreases,
and is incremented onlywhen an omissive interaction occurs:
therefore, this sum never exceeds o. 	


Let us fix a q ∈ QP and an i ∈ {1, . . . , o + 1}: we call
(q, i)-tokens the tokens of the form 〈q, i〉 and 〈(q, q ′), i〉,
for some q ′ ∈ QP . Observe that there are exactly |QP | + 1
possible (q, i)-tokens.

Lemma 3 Throughout an execution of SKO, for every q and
i , the number of circulating (q, i)-tokens never exceeds the
number of pending agents with simulated state q plus the
number of dead (q, i)-tokens.

Proof We can prove our claim by induction: it is true at the
beginning of the execution, when there are no tokens and
no agent is pending, and we can show that the property is
preserved after every interaction. A (q, i)-token 〈q, i〉 is cre-
ated if and only if an agent with simulated state q becomes
pending: this operation preserves our property. Then, dur-
ing a deletion operation or a left-side transition operation by
a pending agent with simulated state q, the agent becomes
available, and either a (q, i)-token is consumed or a joker
token is consumed (as a wild card substituting a missing
(q, i)-token), resulting in the creation of a dead (q, i)-token:
again, this preserves the property. Moreover, a right-side
deletion operation creates a state-change (q, i)-token and
either consumes a (q, i)-token 〈q, i〉 or it consumes a joker
token and creates a dead (q, i)-token 〈q, i〉: this preserves
the property. Finally, when an omissive interaction occurs, a
circulating (q, i)-token may be lost and replaced with a joker
token, which of course preserves our property. 	

Theorem 5 Given an upper bound o on the number of omis-
sions and Θ(|QP |2(o + 1) log(n + o)) bits of memory on
each agent, every TW protocol can be simulated in I3 and I4.

Proof We will first prove that the protocol SKO realizes the
simulation in I3. Let us prove thatΘ(|QP |2(o+1) log(n+o))
bits of memory on each agent are sufficient to execute
the protocol. Recall that the possible types of tokens are

the ones of the form 〈q, i〉, the state-change tokens of the
form 〈(q, q ′), i〉, and the joker token. This yields a total of
|QP |(o + 1) + |QP |2(o + 1) + 1 = Θ(|QP |2(o + 1)) pos-
sible token types. By Lemma 3, the number of circulating
non-joker tokens of each type never exceeds n + o: indeed,
at most n agents can be pending at the same time, and by
Lemma 2 there are at most o dead tokens. On the other hand,
the number of circulating joker tokens never exceeds o, again
by Lemma 2. So, only Θ(log(n + o)) bits of memory are
needed by an agent to remember how many copies of each
token its sending multiset contains: this yields an upper
bound of Θ(|QP |2(o + 1) log(n + o)) bits on the size of
the sending multiset. The other variables are all smaller: in
particular, by Lemma 2, the graveyard multiset can contain
at most o tokens in total.

Let us show that, in a globally fair execution of SKO ,
infinitelymany production, right-side transition, and left-side
transition operations are performed by the agents. When an
agent with simulated state q turns pending and performs a
production operation, it creates a complete string of tokens
bearing state q, which then circulate (possibly turning into
jokers) until they are consumed, either in a deletion operation
or in a right-side transition operation. The latter occurrence is
bound to happen, since the execution is globally fair, unless
all agents remain pending forever. Indeed, if there exist
infinitely many configurations in the execution where at least
one agent is available, then eventually enough tokens will
reach an available agent, whichwill then perform a right-side
transition. For the same reason, again because the execution
is globally fair, unless all agents remain pending forever, an
available agent will eventually have no tokens in its sending
multiset, and itwill therefore perform a production operation.
However, it is impossible for all agents to remain pending
forever: since the execution is globally fair, eventually an
agent would find itself with all the circulating tokens in its
sending multiset, which would make it consume a string of
tokens and become available. With a similar argument, we
can show that infinitely many left-side transitions will occur,
as well.

Note that in the previous paragraph we did not take into
account the presence of joker tokens, and the fact that an
agent may replace a missing token in a string with a joker,
even if that token is actually circulating. That could prevent
any other agent from ever getting a complete string of tokens,
because some tokens could be missing, and there may not
be enough circulating jokers to replace them. However, this
cannot actually happen: recall that the tokens that have been
replaced by jokers become dead tokens in some graveyard.
So, for every joker token that has “wrongfully” been used to
replace a token t that is actually circulating, a dead copy of t is
created. The missing joker may be needed to replace a token
that was actually lost during an omissive interaction, but in
that case the jokerwill be generated again: since the execution
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is globally fair, eventually the circulating copy of t will reach
the agent that has a copy of t in its graveyard, and a new
joker token will be created. Then, because the execution is
globally fair, that joker will eventually be found in the same
sending multiset with enough tokens to form a complete
string and enable a deletion or a transition operation.

Let us assume that exactly k production operations are
performed by agents with simulated state q: as a result, k
complete strings of tokens bearing state q are produced and
become circulating tokens. We claim that these k(o + 1)
tokens cannot contribute to more than k deletion or right-
side transition operations, no matter how many joker tokens
are used. In order to perform k+1 deletion or right-side tran-
sition operations using these tokens, the system would need
to collect k + 1 complete strings of tokens bearing state q,
possibly using jokers. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , o+1}, and let us focus
on the j jokers that are used to replace missing copies of the
token 〈q, i〉 during these k+1 operations. These j jokers are
turned into j dead 〈q, i〉 tokens. Later, j ′ of these dead tokens
are removed from their graveyard when circulating copies
of 〈q, i〉 appear, but these circulating copies are consumed
during the process. It follows that k + 1 − j copies of 〈q, i〉
must be consumed in the k+1 operations, and j ′ copies must
be consumed by dead tokens. In total, k + 1− j + j ′ unique
circulating copies of 〈q, i〉 are needed, but k copies are only
ever generated. This yields the inequality k ≥ k+1− j + j ′,
which reduces to j ≥ j ′ + 1: in other words, there is at least
one copy of 〈q, i〉 that is never removed from a graveyard.
Since this is true of all i ∈ {1, . . . , o + 1}, there must be at
least o+1 tokens that remain dead forever, which contradicts
Lemma 2. We conclude that any set of tokens generated by
k production operations can only be used in at most k dele-
tion or right-side transition operations. Moreover, since the
execution is globally fair, not only these operations will be
at most k, but they will be exactly k: indeed, the relevant
circulating tokens will eventually be found in the sending
multiset of the same agent, which will consume them to per-
form a deletion or right-side transition operation, and this
will happen as many times as possible, i.e., k. By a simi-
lar argument, the same can be said about left-side transition
operations: if k right-side transition operations bearing the
same states are performed, the resulting state-change tokens
will be used in exactly k left-side transition operations.

So far we have proved that infinitely many production,
right-side transition, and left-side transition operations must
occur, andwe can regard each right-side or left-side transition
operation as an event.We now have to show that there exists a
perfectmatching between these events that yields a consistent
derived execution of the simulated two-way protocol. The
previous paragraph suggests how to match them: given any
execution with only a finite set of k production operations, in
the same execution there must be exactly k deletion or right-
side transition operations with corresponding states. If the

right-side transition operations are k′, there will be exactly k′
left-side transition operations with corresponding states: we
can match each of these left-side transition operations with
any right-side transition operation with corresponding state
that occurred in a previous interaction, and this will yield
an initial segment of a consistent derived execution with k′
interactions. Now a standard compactness argument can be
applied: since the above holds for any finite k′, then in an
execution with infinitely many left-side transition operations
there exists a perfect matching of events that yields a consis-
tent derived execution.

It remains to prove that such aderived execution is globally
fair. Suppose that C and C′ are sets of configurations (closed
under permutations) of P such that every configuration of C
can become a configuration of C′ after a two-way interaction.
Assume that C is reached infinitely often in the derived exe-
cution, and let us prove that C′ is reached infinitely often, as
well. Let ˜C be the set of configurations of the simulator proto-
col whose simulated states are in C, and let ˜C′ be constructed
similarly from C′. (Note: if a configuration of the simulator
protocol contains a pending agent as whose partner ar has
already performed its side of the simulated interaction, i.e.,
a right-side transition operation, then the simulated state of
as is assumed to be the state it would reach after the corre-
sponding left-side transition operation. This agrees with the
definition of derived run given in Sect. 2.4.) By assumption,
the simulation passes through ˜C infinitely often; we claim
that it must go through ˜C′ infinitely many times, as well. By
definition of C, for every C j ∈ ˜C, there is an interaction
in P between two agents as and ar that maps πP (C j ) into
πP (C ′

j ), where C
′
j ∈ ˜C′. We will prove that such a C ′

j can
be reached from C j after a bounded number of interactions.

– If as and ar are both available in C j , then a suitable C ′
j

can be obtained by first letting as interact as the starter
to deplete its own sending multiset: as already noted,
this takes at most Θ(|QP |2(o + 1)(n + o)) interactions,
because such is the maximum size of the sending multi-
set. Then,we let as interactwith ar for o+1 times in order
to transfer a complete string of tokens to it (including per-
haps some jokers if some interactions are omissive) and
enable a right-side transition operation. So the simulated
state of ar changes according to δP , and ar generates a
complete string of state-change tokens. We let ar interact
as a starter with as for o + 1 times, so that eventually as
will get enough tokens to perform a left-side transition
operation, changing its simulated state according to δP .

– Let as be pending and ar be available in C j . Then as
must already have produced its string of tokens, and these
tokensmust bear the correct simulated state that is needed
for the two-way transition with ar . Note that these or
equivalent tokens must be able to eventually reach ar
in order to enable a transition to a suitable C ′

j . In order
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for them to reach ar , at most o + 1 interactions between
ar and the agents currently holding the relevant tokens
are sufficient. Then, the construction proceeds as in the
previous case.

– If ar is pending in C j , we have to make it become
available and then apply one of the two previous con-
structions. If the string of tokens that ar generated when
it became pending (or a set of equivalent tokens) is still
circulating, then we can make these tokens reach ar in at
most o + 1 interactions, and then force ar to perform a
deletion operation, which will make it become available.
Otherwise, ar must be able to perform a left-side transi-
tion operation that does not change its simulated state, or
else it would not be possible to map πP (C j ) into πP (C ′

j )

by a single interaction.Making ar perform such an opera-
tion is again a matter of letting ar interact with the proper
agents a bounded amount of times, which will eventually
make it become availablewithout changing its simulated
state.

So, a suitable configurationC ′
j can be reached fromC j after a

number of interaction bounded by c (which is a function of o
and n), and this holds for every j . By applying the definition
of global fairness to the simulator’s execution c times, we
have that a suitable C ′

j is indeed reached for infinitely many

j’s. Therefore ˜C′ is reached infinitely many times, and thus
so is C′ by the derived execution. This proves that the derived
execution is globally fair.

The simulator for I4 is obtained by slightly modifying
SKO : in an omissive interaction, the roles of the two agents
are reversed, and the starter generates a joker token, instead
of the reactor. Referring to Fig. 1, the function o(as) of I4 is
the same as the function h(ar ) in I3. The proof of correctness
of this protocol is essentially the same as the above. 	


By applying this theorem to a system without omissions
(i.e., plugging o = 0), we have:

Corollary 1 Given Θ(|QP |2 log n) bits of memory on each
agent, every TW protocol can be simulated in IT. 	


4.2 Unique IDs

Now we assume that the agents have unique IDs as part of
their initial state, andwegive aTW simulator for the IOmodel,
named SI D , which is reported in Fig. 4. The idea is to use the
uniqueness of the IDs to implement a lockingmechanism that
ensures the consistent matching of simulated state changes.
Essentially, at a certain point an agent commits itself to exe-
cuting a transition only with another agent with a specific ID.
The locking scheme contains a rollback procedure to avoid
deadlocks.
Simulator variables Each agent has the following variables:
my_id for its own ID, statesim = avaible for the state of

the simulator protocol, and stateP for the state of the simu-
lated protocol. Moreover, it keeps two variables, idother and
stateother , which are the ID and the state of the other agent
in the simulated two-way interaction.
Simulator protocol When an available reactor ar , with ID
r and simulated state stateP = qr , observes a starter as
with ID s and statessim = available, it enters a pairing state.
Moreover, it saves the ID s in idother and the simulated state
statesP = qs of as in stateother (see the details at Lines 3–
5). The pairing state could be seen as a soft commitment in
which a reactor picks a specific agent as a possible partner for
a two-way interaction. In some specific conditions, an agent
in the pairing state can roll back to the available state with-
out completing a simulated two-way interaction; this will be
covered later.

The simulation proceeds as soon as as , which is avail-
able, receives the information that some other agent ar is in
the pairing state and wants to pair up with an agent that has
my_id = s and simulated state qs . In this case as sets its sim-
ulator state to locked, stores ar ’s simulated state and ID, and
executes the transition δP (stateP , stateother = qr )[0] =
fs(stateP , stateother ). We remark that this happens only
if the current simulated state of as is equal to the variable
stateother of ar (see Line 6).

Suppose that as is locked; if ar observes as , it executes the
transition δP (statesP , stateP )[1] = fr (statesP , stateP ),
becomes available, and resets the variable idother (see
Lines 10–13). Now, if as is locked and observes that ar ’s
variable idother is not s, then it resets its own state to avail-
able (see Lines 14–16).

It may happen, due to the IO model’s nature, that as , with
variable stateP = qs , induces an agent ar to enter state pair-
ing, but then as starts a two-way simulation with a different
agent. In order to prevent ar from waiting forever, we make
it reset the pending transition if it encounters as again with
idsother �= my_id (this is incorporated in Lines 14–16).

Theorem 6 Assuming IO and unique IDs, SI D is a TW sim-
ulator.

Proof Let us consider the simulation of a generic two-way
protocol P . Assume that an agent a0 becomes pairing upon
observing an agent a1. Later, a1 can either become locked
with a0, or pairing as well, upon observing some other agent
a2. It is clear that, if such a “chain” of pairing agents is
formed, it must stop eventually. The last agent in the chain,
say ak , will then have to become locked upon observing
some pairing agent with idother equal to ak’s ID (which will
eventually happen due to the global fairness condition).

Now, whenever an agent as enters state locked after
observing an agent ar in state pairing, it changes its sim-
ulated state according to δP , say at time ts , and sooner or
later also ar will do the same, say at time tr , with tr > ts .
This is because ar cannot start a new interaction with as
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1: my id = unique ID; stateP = initial stateP ; idother = ⊥; stateother = ⊥; statesim = available �

(Agent’s variables)

2: Upon Event Reactor delivers (ids, statesP , idsother, statesother, statessim)
3: if (statesim = available ∧ statessim = available) then
4: statesim = pairing
5: idother = ids; stateother = statesP
6: else if (statesim = available ∧ statessim = pairing ∧ idsother = my id ∧ statesother = stateP) then
7: statesim = locked
8: idother = ids; stateother = statesP
9: stateP = δP(stateP , stateother)[0]

10: else if (statesim = pairing ∧ idother = ids ∧ idsother = my id ∧ statessim = locked ) then
11: statesim = available
12: idother = stateother = ⊥
13: stateP = δP(statesP , stateP)[1]
14: else if (idother = ids ∧ idsother �= my id) then
15: statesim = available
16: idother = stateother = ⊥

Fig. 4 Simulation protocol SI D

between times ts and tr (since as would have to be in state
available), and hence it will necessarily be seen by as with
idother �= s, due to the global fairness condition. Moreover,
as cannot change its own simulated state after ts and before
tr , because it is locked.

We have proved that infinitely many simulated state tran-
sitions must occur; these events can easily be paired up into
a consistent perfect matching. We only have to prove that
the derived execution satisfies the global fairness condition.
We will do it in the case in which the system consists of
n ≥ 3 agents; the proof for the case n = 2 is simpler, and we
omit it. Let C and C′ be sets of configurations (closed under
permutations) of P , such that every configuration of C can
become one of C′ after a two-way interaction, and suppose
that the derived execution passes through C infinitely many
times. Let ˜C be the set of configurations of the simulator pro-
tocol whose simulated states are in C and let ˜C′ be constructed
similarly from C′. (Note: if a configuration of the simulator
protocol contains a locked agent as , the simulated state of its
partner ar is assumed to be the state it would reach after the
interaction with as . This agrees with the definition of derived
run given in Sect. 2.4.) By assumption, the simulation passes
through ˜C infinitely often; we claim that it must go through
˜C′ infinitely many times, as well. By definition of C, for every
C j ∈ ˜C, there is an interaction in P between two agents as
and ar that maps πP (C j ) into πP (C ′

j ), where C
′
j ∈ ˜C′. We

will prove that such a C ′
j can be reached from C j after at

most a constant number of interactions.

– If as is available in C j and ar is either available or pair-
ingwith as , then C ′

j can be obtained by simply letting as

and ar interact together multiple times until they perform
a full simulated interaction, and their states transition
according to δP .

– If as or ar (perhaps both) is locked inC j , we let it interact
with its current partner until the simulated interaction is
completed and its internal state is again available. Then
we proceed as in the other cases.

– If as is pairing in C j or ar is pairing with an agent that
is not as , we have to make it become available without
performing a full two-way interaction, and then we can
proceed as in the other cases. Suppose that as is pairing
(the case with ar is handled similarly), and let aq be the
agent with which as is paired (perhaps aq = ar ).

– If aq is pairing in C j (of course not with as), then we
let as observe aq and roll back to the available state.

– If aq is available in C j , we let it pair up with some
other available agent (possibly ar ), and the we pro-
ceed as in the previous case. If an available agent does
not exist, we can create one by letting some pairing
agent roll back or some locked agent complete its cur-
rent interaction, as explained in the first paragraph of
the proof.

– If aq is locked in C j , we let it finish the simulated
interaction and become available. If it was locked
with as , we are finished because now as is available
too. Otherwise, we proceed as in the previous case.

As already observed,C ′
j can be reached fromC j after atmost

a constant number c of interactions, and this holds for every j .
By applying the definition of global fairness to the simulator’s
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execution c times, we have that C ′
j is indeed reached for

infinitely many j’s. Therefore ˜C′ is reached infinitely many
times, and thus so is C′ by the derived execution. 	


4.3 Knowledge of n

We give another result on simulating when additional knowl-
edge is available to the agents. The proof uses a naming
algorithm Nn in conjunction with SI D . This result comple-
ments the impossibility of Sect. 3.2, showing that a minimal
amount of global knowledge, the size of the system, is enough
to build a simulator.Moreover, the simulation is possible also
under the stronger UO Adversary.

The following naming protocol, Nn , uses the knowledge
of n to give each agent a unique ID. This naming protocol is
similar to the threshold protocol for IO presented in [5].
Simulator variables Each agent has a variables my_id, ini-
tially set to 1, and a flag seen_n, which is initially false.
Moreover, it has all the variables used by protocol SI D of
Sect. 4.2.
Simulator protocol When an agent ar is the reactor of an
interaction and the starter as has its same value for my_id,
then ar increments its own variable my_id. Then, the flag
seen_n of ar becomes true if ar ’s or as’s current value of
my_id is n. If the flag seen_n of ar is true, then ar executes
protocol SI D with ID the value of its own my_id variable.

Lemma 4 In every globally fair execution of protocol Nn

by a system of n agents in IO, eventually one agent will get
my_id = n. As soon as this happens, all agents have unique
IDs from 1 to n, and no agent’s ID will ever change after-
wards.

Proof We can prove by induction that, at any time in the
execution, there is a number M such that all agents have
IDs in {1, . . . , M}, and for every m ∈ {1, . . . , M} there is
at least one agent with my_id = m. Indeed, this is true in
the initial configuration, with M = 1. For the inductive step,
assume that the proposition is true in some configuration C,
and let us prove that it remains true after two agents as and
ar interact, which results in the next configuration C′. If the
IDs of the two agents in C are different, they do not change:
in this case, the proposition is still true in C′. Otherwise, if
the IDs have the same value, saym, then the ID of the reactor
ar is incremented. So, in C′, the agent as still has the ID m,
while ar has m + 1: hence, no “gap” is introduced in the set
of IDs. On the other hand, the value of M either remains the
same or increases by 1 (if m = M in C). In both cases, the
proposition is true in C′.

We can also prove that, as long as M < n, the sum of the
IDs of all the n agents keeps increasing. Indeed, ifM < n, by
the pigeonhole principle theremust be at least twoagentswith
the same ID. Since the execution is globally fair, eventually

two such agents will interact, and one of themwill increment
its own ID, which increases the sum of all IDs. Eventually
the largest ID will become M = n: when this happens, the n
agentswill have all the IDs from1 ton. Therefore, necessarily
all IDswill be distinct, and no IDwill change again as a result
of an interaction. 	

The correctness of this protocol now immediately follows.

Theorem 7 With the knowledge of |A| = n and Θ(log n)

bits of memory on each agent, every TW protocol can be
simulated in IO.

Proof Let the agents execute protocol Nn . By Lemma 4,
eventually some agent ar will get ID n, and at that point
all IDs will be distinct. In a globally fair execution, eventu-
ally all agents will interact with ar , set their flags seen_n,
and start executing protocol SI D , whose correctness is given
by Theorem 6. 	


5 Conclusion

In this paper we have given a formal definition of two-way
simulation in population protocols, and we identified several
omission models. On top of this framework, we have given
several impossibility results, as well as two-way simulators.
Our results yield an almost comprehensive characterization,
see Fig. 3. The only gap left concerns the possibility of sim-
ulation in model T2 when an upper bound on the number of
omissions is known. As future work we are going to investi-
gate this gap and study models where a unique leader agent
is present. Our preliminary results, [26], in the latter direc-
tion show that the problem is far from trivial, and two-way
simulation is still impossible in a wide set of models.
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